
CLASS VIII    ENGLISH  HOME ASSIGNMENT-2 

                                     SECTION A: READING  

 

Read the passage and answer the following questions below: 

 

 

Based on your reading, answer below questions: 

1) Where was Abraham Lincoln born? 

2) When did Lincoln move to India? 

3) What did Lincoln do in his free time? 

4) When did Lincoln become President? 

5) What happened in 1861 in United States? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                 Section B: GRAMMAR 
 

Topic: PREPOSITIONS 

The word preposition shows relationship between a noun or a pronoun or some 

other words in a sentence. The other words can be a verb or an adjective. 

Example: 

1) The pen is lying on the table. 

2) The man is standing under a tree. 

3) He comes at night. 

4) She cut vegetable with knife. 

Uses of Preposition: 

1) At, in 

It is used for exact time, to denote village or smaller town. It is used to denote 

total length of time for the completion of some activity or action. 

Example: 

a) I took breakfast at 9 o’clock. 

b)  live at Bokaro in Jharkhand. 

c) I can complete the work in 2 hours. 

2) For, Since 

For is used for the period of time while since is used to denote the point of time 

from which an action has been continuing. 

Example: 

a) I have been teaching in this college for 10 years. 

b) We have been waiting for you since 2 hours. 

3) From, Since 

From is used for the starting of action and is generally combined with to, until. 

Since is used to denote point of time.  

Example: 

a) We live in Mumbai from 1999 to 2013 

b) He has been here since 6 o’clock. 

4) On 

On is used for day and date. 



Example: 

a) He will come on Monday. 

b) My exams start on 27
th
 June 2019. 

 

5) Between, among 

Between is used for 2 person or things. Among is used with more than 

two. 

Example: 

a) The property was divided between Ram & Shyam. 

b) I distributed sweets among the students. 

 

6) Beside, Besides 

Beside means near or “at the side of”.  

Besides means as well as or “in addition to” 

Example: 

a) I was sitting beside my father. 

b) Besides having a big house, he has a lot of land too. 

 

7) On, upon 

On is used in speaking of thing at rest. Upon is used with thing in nation. 

Example: 

a) My purse is lying on the table. 

b) The cat sprang upon the sofa. 

 

8) Above/over 

Above/over means higher than. 

Example: 

a) We saw an aeroplane above/over us. 

 

9)  In/into 

It denotes position or rest. Into denotes motion forward. 

Example: 

a) The teacher is in the class. 

b) The boy threw a ball into the river. 

10) By/which 

      By is used before an agent/doer and relates to an instrument with action    

is done. 

      Example: 

      a) The tiger was killed by hunter. 



      b) I use knife which is sharp. 

11) Of, off 

Of denotes to somebody. Off shows of preposition. 

 

Example: 

a) The bucket is made of steel. 

b) She fell off the tree. 

 

EXERCISE 

Q-1) Fill in the blanks with appropriate preposition. 

1) Sita was married ___ Ram. 

2) Everyday my grandmother goes to the temple to pray __ God. 

3) The chief guest arrived __ 10 o’clock. 

4) The land was distracted _____ the two sons. 

5) We should not laugh ___anyone. 

6) The man died ___malaria. 

7) I am fond___ light music. 

8) My father is not agreed __ me in this matter. 

9) Nisha is confident ____ her success. 

10) This book belongs ____ me. 

11) My cousin sister lives _____ us. 

12)He was appointed ____ the post of Manager. 

13) Some boys were listening ___ the music. 

14) One must raise voice ___ injustice. 

15) Some people always boast ____ their knowledge. 

Q-2) Complete these sentences by using the correct preposition from below 

options: 

across among beside besides between from in into under without 

1) Don’t go out of the house ___ the dog. 

2) The little boy ran ___the road. 

3) Can you put the packet of corn back __ the fridge? 



4) There were a lot of children ___ the classroom ___ the teacher 

5) The scared robber fled___ the back ____ without any money. 

6) Raja and Rani shared the sweats __ each other. 

7) The book was lying ___ the mat. 

8) The teacher divided the cake ___ his students. 

9) A big jackfruit tree stood ____ the house. 

10) Raju is __ his study room. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                      



                                  Section C: WRITING 

NOTICE WRITING 

Practice below 2 questions on Notice Writing: 

1) You are Anuj/ Anuja, the editor of the school magazine and want to hold 

an inter class competition to collect poems, articles, cartoon etc. for the 

magazine. Write a notice inviting entries. Mention all required details 

such has entry dates, prizes etc. 

2) You are Rahul, the captain of Eco-club of your school. The club is 

organizing a tree plantation program on 25
th
 April 2020. Write a notice 

informing the students about it. 

DIARY ENTRY 

Diary entry helps a man in recollecting the day’s incident and happening. By 

writing a diary entry, one gets an opportunity to analyze one’s act and actions. It 

is a record of the past. 

Points to remember: 

a) Date, day and time must be written. 

b) Matter should be in brief. 

c) Description should look real and natural. 

d) One’s own reaction to the situation should be made clear. 

e) Diary entry should be written in an interesting manner. 

f) Follow the word limit in the question. 

 

FORMAT OF DIARY ENTRY 

 

                                                  DIARY ENTRY 

 

DATE 

DAY 

TIME 

X 

 

                                                          MATTER 

 



Q: Write a diary entry on how you celebrated the school foundation day in the 

year 2019. Word limit is 80. 
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SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT (ROUND 2) FOR SELF STUDY :- 

CLASS - 8 

SESSION – 2020-21 

SUBJECT – MATHEMATICS  

NOTE – The following assignment has to be done in  a notebook and to be submitted after the 

school reopens  

Squares and Square 

Roots 
 

Square number: 

If any natural number m can be expressed as n
2
, where n is also a natural number, then m is 

known as a square number. 

The square numbers are also called as perfect squares. 

 

Example: Let m = 36. 

Now, 36 can be expressed as 6
2
, where 6 is a natural number. Therefore, 36 is a square 

number. 

 

Square numbers of some natural numbers: 
 

Number Square Number Square 

1 1 × 1 = 1 11 11 × 11 = 121 

2 2 × 2 = 4 12 12 × 12 = 144 



3 3 × 3 = 9 13 13 × 13 =169 

4 4 × 4 = 16 14 14 ×1 4 = 196 

5 5 × 5 = 25 15 15 × 15 = 225 

6 6 × 6 = 36 16 16 × 16 = 256 

7 7 × 7 = 49 17 17 × 17 = 289 

8 8 × 8 = 64 18 18 × 18 = 324 

9 9 × 9 = 81 19 19 ×1 9 = 361 

10 10 × 10 = 100 20 20 × 20 = 400 

  

Properties of Square Numbers: 
1. The unit’s place of square numbers can be 0, 1, 4, 5, 6 or 9. 

No square number can end with 2, 3, 7 or 8. 

2. If a number have 1 or 9 in its unit’s place, then square of that number will end with 1. 

Example: 

Number Square 

1 1 

9 81 

11 121 



19 361 

21 441 

… … 

 

3. If a number have 4 or 6 in its unit’s place, then square of that number will end with 6. 

Example: 

Number Square 

4 16 

16 36 

14 196 

16 256 

24 576 

… … 

4.There will always be even number of zeros at end of any square number. 

Example: 

Number Square 

10 100 

20 400 



80 6400 

700 490000 

900 810000 

… … 

  

5. On combining two consecutive triangular numbers we get a square number. 

Example : 

 

 6. There are 2n non-perfect square numbers between the squares of the numbers n and 

(n+1). 

Example: Between 3
2
 = 9 and 4

2
 = 16, there lies 6 numbers which are 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 

15. 
 

7. If the number is a square number, then it has to be the sum of successive odd 

numbers starting from 1. 

Example: For 3
2
 = 9, the sum of successive odd numbers from 1 will be 1+3+5 = 9. 

Note: If a natural number cannot be expressed as a sum of successive odd natural numbers 

starting with 1, then it is not a perfect square. 

8. Square number can be summation of two consecutive natural numbers. 

Example: 5
2 

= 25 = 12 + 13; 7
2
 = 49 = 24 + 25, etc. 

9. Product of two consecutive even or odd natural numbers. 

Example: 11 × 13 = (12-1) × (12+1) = 12
2
 – 1;          13 × 15 = (14-1) × (14+1) = 14

2
 – 1 



So, in general (a+1) × (a-1) = a
2
 – 1. 

 

10. Some interesting patterns in square numbers 

(i) 

1
2
 =                                                      1 

11
2
 =                                        1          2          1 

111
2
 =                          1          2          3          2          1 

1111
2
 =            1          2          3          4          3          2          1 

(ii) 

7
2
 = 49 

67
2
 = 4489 

667
2
 = 444889 

6667
2
 = 44448889 

 

 

Some Examples based on Square Numbers: 
Example 1: Find the unit digit of the square of the following numbers: 

(a)           26837                  (b)           456 

Solution: We know that, the unit digit of any square number will end with the square of the 

unit digit of the given number. 

(a) The unit digit of 26837 is 7. Now, square of 7 is 49. 

Hence, the unit digit of 26837 will be 9. 

(b) The unit digit of 456 is 6. Now, square of 6 is 36. 

Hence, the unit digit of 456 will be 6. 
 

Example 2: Find the quantity of number which can lie between square of 34 and 35. 

Solution: We know that, 2n numbers lie between n and (n+1). 

Hence, between square of 34 and 35 there will 2 x 34 = 68 numbers. 

Example 3: Find without adding the sum of 1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + 9 + 11 + 13 + 15 + 17 + 19 + 21 

+ 23. 

Solution: We know that, the sum of first n odd numbers is n
2
. 

Hence, 1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + 9 + 11 + 13 + 15 + 17 + 19 + 21 + 23 = 12
2
 = 144. 

 

Finding the Square of a Number: 
1. A number can be divided into two parts, such that the square of those numbers are 



known. 

Thus, x
2
 = (a +b)

2
, where (a + b) = x and values of square of a & b are known. 

Example: 25
2
 = (20 + 5)

 2 

                      = 20
2
 + 20 x 5 + 5 x 20 + 5

2 

                      = 400 + 100 +100 + 25 = 625. 

2. For numbers ending with 5, follow (a5)
 2

 = a x (a+1) x 100 + 25 

Example: 35
2
 = 3 x (3+1) x 100 +25 = 1225 

3. Pythagorean triplets 

If sum of two square numbers results into a square number, then all these three numbers form 

a Pythagorean triplet. 

Example 1: 3
2
 + 4

2
 = 9 + 16 = 25 = 5

2
, so 3, 4 and 5 is known as Pythagorean Triplet. 

In general, for any natural number m > 1, we have (2m) 
2
 + (m

2
 – 1)

2
 = (m

2
 + 1)

2
. So, 2m, 

m
2
 – 1 and m

2
 + 1 forms a Pythagorean triplet. 

Example 2: Write a Pythagorean triplet having 18 as one its member. 

Solution: Let’s take m
2
 + 1 = 18 i.e. m

2
  = 17. Thus, value of m will not be an integer. 

Taking m
2
 - 1 = 18 i.e. m

2
  = 19. Thus, again value of m will not be an integer. 

Now, let 2m = 18 i.e. m = 9. 

Hence, m
2
 – 1 = 81 – 1 = 80 and m

2
 + 1 = 81 + 1 = 82. 

Thus, the Pythagorean triplet is 18, 80 and 82. 

  

Finding the Square Root of a Number: 
Square root is the inverse operation of squaring. The positive square root of a number is 

denoted by the symbol √. 

Example: √9 = 3. It cannot be -3. 

 

1. Repeated subtraction: 

In this method, given square number is subtracted from successive odd natural numbers 

starting from 1 until result of subtraction does not become 0. 

Example 1: Find √16. 

Solution: 



(1) 16 – 1 =15               (2) 15 – 3 = 12              (3) 12 – 5 = 7                (4) 7 – 7 = 0 

We can see the result is zero at the fourth step. Thus, √16 = 4. 

Example 2: Find square root of 169 using repeated subtraction. 

Solution: 

(1) 169 – 1 =168           (2) 168 – 3 = 165          (3) 165 – 5 = 160          (4) 160 – 7 = 153 

(5) 153 – 9 =144           (6) 144 – 11 = 133        (7) 133 – 13 = 120        (8) 120 – 15 = 105 

(9) 105 – 17 =88           (10) 88 – 19 = 69          (11) 69 – 21 = 48          (12) 48 – 23 = 25 

(13) 25 – 25 =0 

We can see the result is zero at the thirteenth step. Thus, √169 = 13. 

 

2. Prime Factorization 

Let us understand this method by an example. 

Example: Find √324 using prime factorization. 

Solution: The prime factors of 324 = 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3. 

Note: The prime factors of any square number exist in pair. 

Now, to find square root from these prime factors, re-write a number once per pair i.e. 2 x 3 x 

3 as for this example. 

The answer of (2 x 3 x 3 = 18) will be the result of √324. 

Thus, √324 = 18. 

3. Division Method 

Follow the steps given below to understand this method: 

Step 1: Place a bar over every pair of digits starting from the digit at one’s place. If the 

number of digits in it is odd, then the left-most single digit too will have a bar. 

Step 2: Find the largest number whose square is less than or equal to the number under the 

extreme left bar. Take this number as the divisor and the quotient with the number under the 

extreme left bar as the dividend. Divide and get the remainder. 

Step 3: Bring down the number under the next bar to the right of the remainder. 

Step 4: Double the divisor and enter it with a blank on its right. 

Step 5: Guess a largest possible digit to fill the blank which will also become the new digit in 

the quotient, such that when the new divisor is multiplied to the new quotient the product is 

less than or equal to the dividend. 

Step 6: Repeat steps 3, 4 and 5 until remainder does not become 0. 

Example 1: Find √729 using division method. 

Solution: 



 

 

Since, 2*2 =4 and 47*7 = 329 .Thus, √729 = 27. 

 

Example 2: Find √1024 using division method. 

Solution: 

Thus, √1024 = 32. 

  

Finding Square Roots of Decimals: 
Follow the steps given below to understand this method: 

Step 1: To find the square root of a decimal number we put bars on the integral part of the 

number in the usual manner. And place bars on the decimal part on every pair of digits 

beginning with the first decimal place. Proceed as done in the above method. 

Step 2:  Find the largest number whose square is less than or equal to the number under the 

extreme left bar. Take this number as the divisor and the number under the left-most bar as 

the dividend. Divide and get the remainder. 

Step 3: Write the number under the next bar to the right of this remainder. 

Step 4: Double the divisor and enter it with a blank on its right. 

Step 5: Guess a largest possible digit to fill the blank which will also become the new digit in 

the quotient, such that when the new divisor is multiplied to the new quotient the product is 

less than or equal to the dividend. Divide and get the remainder. 

Step 6: Repeat steps 3, 4 and 5 until remainder does not become 0. 

  

Example 1: Find √7.29 using division method. 



Solution: 

Thus, √7.29 = 2.7 
 

Example 2: Find √31.36 using division method. 

Solution: 

Thus, √31.36 = 5.6 

 

Estimating Square Root: 

Approximation is the only way to find the estimated square root of a number. 

Example: To find the estimate square root of 250. 

Solution: We know that, 250 lies between 100 and 400 i.e. 100 < 250 < 400. 

Now, √100 = 10 and √400 = 20. So, 102 < 250 < 202. 

We can further approximate the numbers as we know that 15
2
 = 225 and 16

2
 = 256. 

Thus, we can approximate square root of 250 as 16 as it is more nearer. 

  

Some Examples based on Square Root of Numbers: 

Example 1: Find the possible unit digit of following sqaure numbers: 

(a)      998001            (b)       15129 

Solution: 

(a) We know that, if any square number ends with 1 then the unit digit of its square root can 

be 1 or 9. 

(b) We know that, if any square number ends with 9 then the unit digit of its square root can 

be 3 or 7. 



Example 2: Find the smallest number by which 768 be multiplied to obtain a perfect square 

number. Also, find the square root of that number. 

Solution: The prime factors of 768 are 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3. 

On forming groups, we have 768 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 3. 

We can see that, pair of 3 is missing. Hence, on multiplying 768 by 3 we will get a perfect 

square number. 

Thus, 768 x 3 = 2304 is a perfect square. 

Now, √2304 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 = 48. 

Example 3: Find the smallest number by which 2800 be divided to obtain a perfect square 

number. Also, find the square root of that number. 

Solution: The prime factors of 2800 are 2, 2, 2, 2, 5, 5, 7. 

On forming groups, we have 2800 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 5 x 5 x 7. 

We can see that, pair of 7 is missing. Hence, on dividing 2800 by 7 we will get a perfect 

square number. 

Thus, 2800 / 7 = 400 is a perfect square. 

Now, √400 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 5 x 5 = 2 x 2 x 5 = 20. 

Example 4: Find the smallest square number which is divisible by each of the numbers 8, 15 

and 20. 

Solution: The LCM of 8, 15 and 20 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 5 =120. 

Now, 120 is not a perfect square as 2, 3 and 5 have missing pairs. 

Hence, 120 must be multiplied by 2, 3 and 5 i.e. 30 to get the perfect square. 

Thus, the required square number = 120 x 30 = 3600. 

Example 5: Find the smallest number which must be subtracted from 3250 to obtain a perfect 

square number. Also, find the square root of that number. 

Solution: 

 Using division method, we have, Here, remainder is 1. 

Thus, we must subtract 1 from 3250 to get perfect square number. 

Therefore, required square number = 3250 – 1 = 3249. 

And, √3249 = 57. 

Example 6: Find the smallest number which must be added to 1825 to obtain a perfect square 

number. Also, find the square root of that number. 

Solution: 



 Using division method, we have, Here, remainder is 61 which means 

square of 42 is less than 1825. 

The next number after 42 is 43 whose square is 1849. 

So, number to be added to 1825 = 43
2
 – 1826 = 1849 - 1826 = 24. 

Thus, we must add 24 to 1825 to get perfect square number. 

Therefore, required square number = 1825 + 24= 1849. 

And, √1849 = 43. 

QUESTIONS FOR PRACTICE :- 
1.   A perfect square number can never have the digits ... at the units place. 

2.   Find  
3.   Find the value of (23)2 using column method. 

4.   Find the value  
5.   Write a Pythagorean triplet whose smaller member is 6. 
6.   What is the sum of first n odd natural numbers? 
7.   A number ending in an odd number of zeros is never a  
8.   If m, n, p are natural numbers such that 
          (m2 + n2) = p2, then (m, n, p) is called  
9.  Express 49 as the sum of seven odd numbers. 
10.   Without adding, find the sum. 
          (1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + 9 + 11 + 13 + 15 + 17) 

11.   Find the value of  
12.   Write the unit digit of square of 799. 
13.   Find the square root of 39204.  
14.   The area of a square plot is 2304 m2. Find the side of the square.  
15.   Find the greatest four digit number which is a perfect square.  
16.   Using prime factorization, find the square root of 7056.  
17.   Is 900 a perfect square? How?  
18.   Find a Pythagorean triplet corresponding to n=5.  
19.   How many numbers lie between the square of 16 and 17?  
20.   Find the square root of 6400.  
21.   Find the smallest square number divisible by each of the number 6,9 and 15.  
22.   Using prime factorization, find the square root of 729 
 
23.   Find the square root of 144 by the method of repeated subtraction. 
24.   Find the smallest number by which 1800 must be multiplied so that it becomes a perfect 
square. Also find the square root of the perfect square so obtained. 
25.   Is 2352 a perfect square? if not, find the smallest number by which 2352 must be multiplied 
so that the product is a perfect square. Find the square root of new number. 
26.   The area of a square field is 8281 m2. Find the length of its side. 

27.   Find the square root of  
28.   Simplify: 

               



29.   Factorise: p2 – 10p + 25. 
30.   1225 plants are to be planted in a garden in such a way that each row contains as many 
plants as the number of rows. Find the number of rows and the number of plants in each row. 
31.   Find the smallest number by which 3645 should be divided so as to get a perfect square. 
Also, find the square root of the number so obtained. 
32.   For each of the following numbers, find the smallest number by which we divide it so as to 
get a perfect square. Also find the square root of the square numbers so obtained. 
        (a) 37845 
(b) 2800 
(c) 45056 

33.   The students of Class VIII of a school donated Rs 2401 for Prime Minister’s National Relief 
Fund. Each student donated as many rupees as the number of students in the Class. Find the 
number of students in the Class. 
34.   There are 500 children in a school. For a P.T. drill they have to stand in such a manner that 
the number of rows is equal to number of columns. How many children would be left out in this 
arrangement? 
35.   A school collected Rs 2304 as fees from its students. If each student paid as many paise as 
there were students in the school, how many students were there in the school? 
36.   2025 plants are to be planted in a garden in such a way that each row contains as many 
plants as the number of rows. Find the number of rows and the number of plants in each row. 
37.   10404 students are sitting in a lecture room in such a manner that there are as many 
students in a row as there are rows in a lecture room. How many students are there in each row 
of a lecture room? 
 
. 
 
 

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS :- 
  
1.   Which of the following can be a perfect square? 
        (i)   A number ending in 3 or 7 
        (ii)  A number ending with odd number of zeros 
        (iii) A number ending with even number of zeros 
        (iv) None of these. 
2.   Which of the following can be the square of a natural number ‘n’? 
        (i)   sum of the squares of first n natural numbers 
        (ii)  sum of the first n natural numbers 
        (iii) sum of first (n – 1) natural numbers 
        (iv) None of these 
3.   Which of the following is the number non-perfect square numbers’ between the square of the 
numbers n and n + 1? 
        (i) n + 1 
        (ii) n 
        (iii) 2n 
        (iv)  None of these. 
 
4.   Which of the following is the difference between the squares of two consecutive natural 
number is: 
        (i)   sum of the two numbers 
        (ii)  difference of the numbers 
        (iii) twice the sum of the two numbers 
         (iv)  None of these. 
 
5.   Which of the following is the number of non-perfect square number between 172 and 182? 
        (i) 613 
        (ii) 35 
        (iii) 34 



        (iv) None of these. 
 
6.   Which of the following is the difference between the squares of 21 and 22? 
        (i) 21 
        (ii) 22 
        (iii) 42 
        (iv) None of these. 
 
7.   Which of the following is the number of zeros in the square of 900? 
        (i) 3 
        (ii) 4 
        (iii) 5 
        (iv) None of these. 
 
8.   If a number of n-digits is a perfect square and ‘n’ is an even number, then which of the 
following is the number of digits of its square root? 

         (i)  

         (ii)  

         (iii)  
         (iv) None of these. 
 
9.   If a number of n-digits is perfect square and ‘n’ is an odd number, then which of the following 
is the number of digits of its square root? 

        (i)  

        (ii)  

        (iii)  
        (iv) None of these. 
 
10.   Which of the following is a pythagorean-triplet? 

          (i)      n, (n2 - 1) and (n2 + 1) 
          (ii)  (n – 1), (n2 – 1) and (n2 + 1) 
          (iii)   (n + 1), (n2 – 1) and (n2 + 1) 
          (iv)  None of these. 
 

 

   

 

 

Cubes and Cube Roots 
 

Cube: 
It is a three-dimensional figure made of six equal square sides. 



Cube 

 

Cube number or Perfect cubes: 
It is a number which is the product of three same numbers. 

Example: Cube number of 2 will be 2 x 2 x 2 = 8. Thus, 8 is a cube number.  

Cubes of some natural numbers: 
 

Number Cube Number Cube 

1 1 x 1 x 1 = 1 11 11 x 11 x 11 = 1331 

2 2 x 2 x 2 = 8 12 12 x 12 x 12 = 1728 

3 3 x 3 x 3 = 27 13 13 x 13 x 13 = 2197 

4 4 x 4 x 4 = 64 14 14 x 14 x 14 = 2744 

5 5 x 5 x 5 = 125 15 15 x 15 x 15 = 3375 

6 6 x 6 x 6 = 216 16 16 x 16 x 16 = 4096 

7 7 x 7 x 7 = 343 17 17 x 17 x 17 = 4913 

8 8 x 8 x 8 = 512 18 18 x 18 x 18 = 5832 



9 9 x 9 x 9 = 729 19 19 x 19 x 19 = 6859 

10 10 x 10 x 10 = 1000 20 20 x 20 x 20 = 8000 

... ... ... ... 

 

 

Properties of Cube Numbers: 
1. The cube of an even number will always be an even number. 

Example: 8
3
 = 512, 12

3
 = 1728, etc.  

 

2. The cube of odd number will always be an odd number. 

Example: 7
3
 = 343, 19

3
 = 6589, etc.  

3. If the cube number have x at its one’s digit or unit’s place then it always end with the 

digit as shown in the table below: 

Unit’s digit of number Last digit of its cube 

number 

Example 

1 1 11
3
 = 1331, 21

3
 = 9261, etc. 



2 8 
2

3
 = 8, 12

3
 = 1728, 32

3
 = 32768, etc. 

3 7 13
3
 = 2197, 53

3
 = 148877, etc. 

4 4 
24

3
 = 13824, 74

3
 = 405224, etc. 

5 5 15
3
 = 3375, 25

3
 = 15625, etc. 

6 6 
6

3
 = 216, 26

3
 = 17576,etc. 

7 3 17
3
 = 4913, 37

3
 = 50653,etc. 

8 2 
8

3
 = 512, 18

3
 = 5832, etc. 

9 9 19
3
 = 6859, 39

3
 = 59319, etc. 

10 20 
10

3
 = 1000, 20

3
 = 8000, etc. 

Example 1: Find the one’s digit for 27. 

Solution: As the last digit of given number is 7, So the one’s digit for 27’s cube number will 

be 3. 

Example 2: Find the one’s digit for 149. 

Solution: As the last digit of given number is 9, So the one’s digit for 149’s cube number will 

be 9. 

 

Interesting patterns of Cube Number: 

1. Addition of consecutive odd numbers will give Cube Number- 

1
3
         =          1          =          1 

2
3
         =          8          =          3 + 5 



3
3
         =          27        =          7 + 9 + 11 

4
3
         =          64        =          13 + 15 + 17 + 19 

5
3
         =          125      =          21 + 23 + 25 + 27 + 29 

2. Cubes and their prime factors- 

The prime factors of any cube number will be in pair of 3. 

Example: 

(i) 4
3
 = 64 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 2

3
 x 2

3 

(ii)12
3
 = 1728 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x 3 = 2

3
 x 2

3
 x 3

3 

 

Note: 

(i) If any prime factor is not in pair of 3, then it will not be a perfect cube. 

(ii) Numbers like 1729, 4104, 13832, are known as Hardy – Ramanujan Numbers. They can 

be expressed as sum of two cubes in two different ways. 

Example 1: Is 128 a perfect cube number? 

Solution: After finding prime factors of 128, we can write 128 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 

We can see that each prime factor is not in pair of 3. Hence, 128 is not a perfect cube number. 

Example 2: Find the smallest number by which 675 must be multiplied to obtain a perfect 

cube. 

Solution: On finding prime factors of 675, we have 675 = 3 x 3 x 3 x 5 x 5. 

We can see that, triplets of 5 is missing. Hence, on multiplying given number by 5 we can 

have a perfect cube number. Thus, 675 x 5 = 3375 which is a perfect cube number. 

Example 3: Find the smallest number by which 192 must be divided to obtain a perfect cube. 

Solution: On finding prime factors of 192, we have 192 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 3. 

We can see that, triplets of 3 is missing while other numbers have triplets. Hence, on dividing 

given number by 3 we can have a perfect cube number. 

Thus, 192 / 3 = 64 which is a perfect cube number. 

 

Cube Roots: 
It is the inverse operation of finding a cube. Symbol ∛ represents a cube-root. 

Example: ∛8 = 2, ∛216 = 6, etc. 

 

Methods to find a cube root: 
1. Prime factorisation method: 

Follow the steps given below to understand this method: 

Step 1: Find all the prime factors of given cube number. 

Step 2: Make as many group of 3 for all common digit. 

Step 3: Replace group of 3 by respective single digit. 

Step 4: Product of these single digits will give the cube root. 

 



Example 1: Find cube root of 3375. 

Solution: 

Step 1: Find all the prime factors of given cube number. 

The prime factors of 3375 will be 5, 5, 3, 3, 3, 5. 

Step 2: Making group of 3 for every common digit. 

Here, we get (3 x 3 x 3) and (5 x 5 x 5) 

Step 3: Replacing group of 3 by respective digit. 

Thus, we get 3 and 5. 

Step 4: Taking product of digits. 

We get, 3 x 5 = 15. 

Thus, ∛3375 = 15. 

Example 2: Find cube root of 46656. 

Solution: The prime factors of 46656 are 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3. 

On grouping, we have 46656 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3. 

So, ∛46656 = 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 = 36. 

2. Estimation Method: 

Follow the steps given below to understand this method: 

Step 1: For given cube number start making groups of three digits starting from the right most 

digit of the number. We can estimate the cube root of a given cube number through a step by 

step process. 

Step 2: First group will give you the one’s (or unit’s) digit of the required cube root. 

Step 3: Now take another group, let it be xyz. Find, a
3
 < xyz < b

3
. We take the one’s place, 

of the smaller number a
3
 as the ten’s place of the required cube root. 

Step 4: The digits obtained in step 2 and step 3 will give the final result. 

Example 1: Find the cube root of 17576. 

Solution: 

Step 1: We will form groups of three starting from the rightmost side of 17567. 

Thus, the two groups formed will be 576 and 17. 

Step 2: For the group 576, the number at unit’s place will be 6. 

Step 3: The other group is 17. The group 17 lies between 2
3
 and 3

3
. Now, as per the method 

we will take the smaller number which is 2 in this case. 

Step 4: Combining the two digits obtained in step 2 and 3, we get 26. 

Thus, ∛17576 = 26. 

Example 2: Guess the cube root of 4913. 

Solution:The two groups of 4913 will be 4 and 913. 

For group 913, as the last digit is 3 so its cube root will have 7 at its unit place. 

For group 4, it will lie between 1
3
 < 4 < 2

3
. Taking the smaller number which is 1 in this 

case. 

Thus, ∛4913 = 17. 



QUESTIONS FOR PRACTICE :- 
 
1.   What is the smallest number by which 288 must be multiplied so the product is a perfect 
cube? 
2.   Find the cube of 4/5. 
3.   Show that 0.001728 is a cube root of a rational number. 
4.   Find the sides of a cubical box whose volume is 64 cm3. 
5.   If the surface area of a cube is 486 cm2, find its volume. 
6.   Find the volume of a cube whose surface area is 96 cm2. 
7.   Write all the digits that would appear as the last digits of their respective cubes. 
8.   Show that if a number is doubled, then it cube becomes eight times the cube of the given 
number. 
9.   Is 343 or 243 a perfect cube?  
10.   Find the cube root of 8000.  
11.   Find the cube root of 13824.  
12.   Is 292 a perfect cube? If not find the smallest natural number by which it must be multiplied 
so that the product is a perfect cube.  
13.   Show that 1728 is a perfect cube.  
14.   What is the number whose cube is 216?  
15.   Find the smallest number by which 68600 must be multiplied to get a perfect cube.  
16.   Which smallest natural number should divide 1188 so that the quotient is a perfect cube?  
17.   Is the cube of 4913 an odd number? Why?  
18.   Is the cube of 132651 an even number? Why?  
19.   Is 9000 a perfect cube? 
20.   By which smallest number should 42592 be divided so that the quotient is a perfect cube? 
21.   Show that 46656 is a perfect cube. 
22.   By which smallest number should 704 be divided to obtain a perfect cube? 
23.   Find the cue root of 9197. 
24.   Show that 384 is not a perfect cube. 
25.   By which smallest number should 648 be multiplied so that the product is a perfect cube? 
26.   Find the number whose cube is 27000. 
 

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS :- 
1.   Which of the following is correct? 
          I. Cube of a negative number is always positive. 
         II. Cube of a negative number is always negative. 
        III. Cube of a negative number may be positive or negative. 
        IV. All of the above 
2.   If the digit in one’s place of a number is 2, then the last digit of its cube will be: 
          I. 2 
         II. 4 
        III. 6 
        IV. None of these. 
3.   If the digit in one’s place of a number is 3, then the last digit of its cube will be: 
          I. 3 
         II. 6 
        III. 7 
        IV. None of these. 
4.   If the digit in one’s place of a number is 6, then the last digit of its cube will be: 
          I. 6 
         II. 3 
        III. 2 
        IV. None of these. 



5.   The volume of a cubical box is 64 cm3. Which of the following is its side? 

          I. 2 cm 
         II. 4 cm 
        III. 6 cm 
        IV. None of these. 
6.   Which of the following is a perfect cube? 
          I. 10000 
         II. 243 
        III. 343 
        IV. None of these. 
7.   If a number is doubled then which of the following is a correct statement? 
          I. Its cube is two times the cube of the given number. 
         II. Its cube is three times the cube of the given number. 
        III. Its cube is six times the cube of the given number. 
        IV. None of these.. 
8.   Which of the following is equal to its own cube? 
          I. -1 
         II. -2 
        III. -3 
        IV. None of these. 
9.   Which of the following is the cube root of 27000? 
          I. 30 
         II. 300 
        III. 3000 
        IV. None of these 
10.   Which of the following is the cube root of -64/243? 
          I. 7/4 
         II. -7/4 
        III. 4/7 
        IV. None of these. 

                                                                                                                                             

THE END 



PHYSICS                                                 STD: VIII            
 

 Force and Pressure  
    

Atmospheric Pressure Demonstration 

 

 

The amount of atmospheric pressure upon us is quite large due to 

the large surface area of the atmosphere around the earth but we do 

not experience any of its effects. 

This is so because the pressure of the air inside our body is equal to 

the atmospheric pressure. There are also fluids present in our body 

that exert a pressure inside our body. Hence, our bodies easily obtain 

a balance with the atmospheric pressure. 

However sometimes at higher altitudes where the atmospheric 

pressure is low as compared to that at the Earth’s surface (low 

altitudes), nose bleeding occurs. 



This is so because at that time the blood pressure in our body 

becomes higher than the atmospheric pressure outside us. 

 

 

 

 

Variation in Atmospheric Pressure 
 

  
  



KEY NOTES 
 
•  Force: a push or a pull on an object is called force. Force 
may impart motion to an object. 
 
•  Magnitude: the strength of a force is usually expressed by its 
magnitude 
 
•  State of motion: The state of motion of an object is described 
by its speed and the direction of motion. 
 
•  Muscular Force: The force resulting due to the action of 
muscles is known as the muscular force. 
 
•  Contact Force: The force which is applied when it is in the 
contact with the object. 
 
•  Non-contact force: The force exerted on an object without 
touching it known as non contact force. 
 
•  Gravitational force: the attractive force of earth which acts 
upon all the objects is called force of gravity or gravitational 
force. 
 
•  Pressure: The force acting on a unit area of a surface is 
called pressure. It acts perpendicular to the surface on which 
pressure is exerted. 
 
•  Pressure= force/area on which it acts. Lesser the area, 
greater is the force. 
 
•  Both liquids and gases exert pressure on the wall of their 
containers. 
 



•  Atmospheric  pressure: The pressure on the atmospheric 
air is known as atmospheric pressure. This weight of air column 
over a unit 1cm2 

 

 

               ASSIGNMENT QUESTIONS 
     

      1. Multiple Choice Questions 

1.A ball rolling on the ground slows down and finally stops because 
(a) force 
(b) less force applied 
(c) friction 
(d) none of the above 
  
2. The force involved in falling of an apple from a tree is known as 
(a) magnetic force 
(b) electrostatic force 
(c) contact force 
(d) gravitational force 
  
3. Which of the following is an example of a non-contact force? 
(a) The force exerted by us to lift a bucket 
(b) push a stationary car 
(c) The force exerted by magnets 
(d) Force due to friction 

     2. True and false 

       a. Friction opposes the relative motion between two surfaces in contact. 

       b. A force can act on an object with or without being in contact with it. 

       c. Gases does not exert pressure on the walls of their container 

       d. Magnetic force is a contact force. 

       e. Force of gravity is an attractive force. 

       f. Atmosphere pressure at high altitudes is less than the pressure at ground 

       g. People at plains suffer from nose bleeding. 

     3. Define 

       a.   Muscular Force 

       b.   Atmosphere  pressure 

       c.   Contact Force 

       d.   Pressure 



 

   4. Fill in the blanks 

            a. An example of a non-contact force is __________. 

            b. The pressure exerted by air around us is known as __________. 

            c. SI unit of force is __________. 

            d. Application of force can change the ______   or   __________ of an object. 

            e. Force exerted by our muscles is called __________ force. 

  

     5. Give reason: 

            a.  Shoulder  bags are provided with broad straps and not thin straps. 
 
 b. The tools meant for cutting and piercing always have sharp edges. 
. 
 c.   Deep-sea divers have to wear special suits before going for diving at  the  
depths. 

 
                                                          

 

       6.  Long Answer Type Questions 

             1: Explain some characteristics of force. 

              2: What are the effects of force on a moving object? 

              3: What are the effects of force on shape of an object? 

              4: How do liquids and gases exert pressure? 

               5. Write the difference between contact and non-contact force . 

 



Class - 8 

SYNTHETICS FIBRES AND PLASTICS (PART -2) 

Plastics 

Plastic is a polymer that can be recycled, coloured, reused, mould or drawn into wires or 

various other shapes. Units of some plastics have linear arrangement while some plastics are 

formed by the cross linked arrangement of their units. Thus, plastic is used in making toys, 

suitcase, bags, cabinets, brush, chairs, tables, and many other countless items. Polythene is 

one of the most famous types of plastic, which is used in manufacturing of carry bags. 

 
 

 



PROPERTIES & USES OF PLASTICS 

1. Plastic are poor conductors of heat and electricity. So they are used to make 

covering of electric wires and handles of tools. 

2. Plastics are highly resistant to chemicals and water. 

3. Plastics are lightweight, strong and durable and are therefore used to make 

parts for aircrafts, cars etc 
 

DISADVANTAGES OF PLASTIC  

1. They have caused many health and environmental hazards. 

2. Some monomers of plastics have proven to cause cancer also. 

3. Plastics are non- biodegradable and do not decompose for several years. 

4. When plastics are burnt, toxic fumes are released into the atmosphere causing 

pollution. 

BIODEGRADABLE SUBSTANCES 

These are those substances that can be decomposed by microorganisms through 

natural processes. 

NON BIODEGRADABLE SUBSTANCES 

These are those substances that cannot be decomposed by microorganisms in natural 

way. For example: Plastics. 

TYPES OF WASTE 
APPROXIMATE TIME 

TAKEN TO DEGENERATE 
NATURE OF 
MATERIAL 

Peels of vegetable and 
fruits, leftover food stuff etc. 

It takes 1 to 2 weeks to 
degenerate Biodegradable 

Paper 
It takes 10-30 days to 
degenerate Biodegradable 

Cotton clothes 
It takes 2-5 months to 
degenerate. 

Biodegradable 

Wood 
It takes 10-15 years to 
degenerate. 

Biodegradable 

Woolen clothes 
It takes About a year to 
degenerate. 

Biodegradable 

Tin, Aluminum and other 
metal cans 

It takes 100-500 years to 
degenerate. 

Non- Biodegradable 

Plastic bags 
It takes several years to 
degenerate. 

Non- Biodegradable 

 

STEPS THAT ARE REQUIRED TO PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT 

1. We should never throw plastic bags or other plastic articles into water bodies, 

drains or on roads. 

2. We should carry cotton or jute bags for shopping. 

3. We should buy products with less plastic packaging. 

4. We should encourage the people to recycle and reuse plastic 



 

Refuse:  Do not buy things we do not need. 

Reduce:  Minimize the use of plastics in our daily lives. 

Reuse:   Reuse the items we already instead of throwing them away. 

Repurpose:  If we are not using something, alter or change to use it in a different 

way. 

Recycle:  Some plastic waste can be sorted and made into other things in recycling 

factories. This helps us to reduce our carbon footprint. 

 

HOW CAN WE MINIMIZE POLLUTION CAUSED BY PLASTICS AT HOME? 

We should use jute, cotton, or paper bags instead of plastics. We also need to 

minimize the use of plastic in our daily lives (such as using a steel lunch box instead of 

a plastic one). Also, we should not throw plastics on the road or in the water bodies. 

 

ASSIGNMENT: 

Q1. What is the difference between Thermosetting and Thermoplastics? 

Q2. How can you show that thermoplastics are poor conductors of electricity? 

Q3. Write advantages of using plastic containers for storing food? 

Q4. Explain why the following are made of thermosetting plastics  

         (a) Saucepan handles 

         (b) Electric plugs/switches/plug boards. 

Q5. Write the properties of thermo setting plastic. 

Q6. Draw a diagram to show the: a) linear arrangement of units in plastic.  

       b) cross - linked arrangement of units in plastic  

 



Class - 8 

CROP PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT (PART -2) 

The supply of water to crops at different intervals is called irrigation. The time and frequency 

of irrigation varies from crop to crop, soil to soil and season to season. 

Why is Irrigation necessary? 

Irrigation is essential because: 

 Plants contain 90% water and need it for proper growth and development. 

 When roots absorb water, they also absorb minerals and fertilisers. 

 Germination of seeds does not take place in dry conditions. 

 Nutrients dissolved in water get transport to different parts of the plant. 

 Water also protects crops from frost and hot air currents. 

Factors affecting irrigation: 

Time and frequency of irrigation depends on: 

 the variety of crop, 

 the type of soil and 

 The season (In summers, watering has to be done more frequency due to the 

increased rate of evaporation from the soil and leaves). 

Sources of Irrigation 

     
Wells     Tubewells     Ponds 

TRADITIONAL METHOD OF IRRIGATION 

The traditional methods of irrigation are as follows- 

Moat: Water is pulled out from the well and directly supplied to the plants. 

Dhekli: In dhekli, buckets are used and then with the help of rope, water is pulled out from 

the well. 

Rahat: In this method, buckets are knotted with rope on wheel and then bulls rotate the 

handle due to which wheel turned up and then water gets filled into the bucket and 

used for different purposes. 

Chain pump: In this method, two wheels are used. The one wheel is easily visible and the 

another wheel at the bottom is slightly dipped into the soil. These two wheels are 

connected with each other through chain and buckets are joined with wheel. When 

wheels rotate buckets get filled and used for different purposes. 



MODERN METHODS OF IRRIGATION 

In modern methods, two methods are used which are as follows: 

Sprinkler 

In this method, water is distributed through a system of perpendicular pipes usually by 

pumping. 

It is then sprayed into the air over entire soil surface through spray heads on rotating nozzles 

so that it breaks up into small water drops which fall to the ground. This system provides 

efficient coverage for small to large areas and is suitable for use on all types of soil. This 

method of supplying water is similar to rainfall. 

Drip system 

In this system, water falls drop by drop just at the position of roots. Drip Irrigation also 

called trickle irrigation. 

A drip irrigation system carries water directly to the base of each individual plant. Water is 

allowed to fall drop by drop from a pipe, just near the roots. It is an ideal watering method. It 

saves water. It also reduces soil erosion. Water and nutrients reach directly to the places 

where needed. It saves time and labour. 

Uses 

 It is helpful in translocation of food. 

 It protects the crops from frost and hot climate. 

Disadvantages of excess irrigation 

 Due to excess irrigation seeds can’t respire. 

 Due to excess irrigation roots do not grow well. 

WEEDING 

Weeds are the unwanted plants that grow with the main plant. The process of removing weeds 

is called weeding. For example: Amaranthus, grass, wild oats. 

Protection from Weeds 

Undesirable plants that grow naturally along with the crop are called weeds. Removal of weeds 

is called Weeding. 

Why is weeding necessary? 

Removal of weeds is essential because: 

 Weeds compete with crops for space, light, water, and nutrients. 

 They may interfere in harvesting and can be poisonous for animals and human beings. 

How do farmers remove weeds? 

Farmers remove weeds by: 

 Tilling before sowing of crops (to uproot and kill weeds), 

 Manually removing them using khurpi to uproot them or cut them close to the ground, 

 Spraying weedicides (chemicals that kill weeds but do not damage crops), such as 2, 4 

Dichlorophenoxy acetic acid (2, 4-D), Naphthalene acetic acid, and Atrazine. 

 

 



 

What should farmers keep in mind while using weedicides? 

The best time to remove weeds is before they produce flowers and seeds. 

Weedicides are diluted with water and sprayed in the fields. Farmers should cover their nose 

and mouth with a piece of cloth while spraying them. 

HARVESTING 

Cutting of crop after it matures is called Harvesting*. 

 Cereal crops usually take 3-4 months to mature. 

 In India, many festivals are associated with harvesting, such as Pongal, Baisakhi, Holi, 

Diwali, Nabanya and Bihu. 

Harvesting can be done manually (using sickle) or by machine (called Harvester). 

Methods of Harvesting 

The different methods of harvesting are as follows – 

Threshing:    It is the process of separating grain from hay. 

Winnowing:     It is the process of separating chaff from grains. 

STORAGE 

How are grains protected from pests, bacteria and fungi? 

 Grains (seeds) are dried in the sun to reduce their moisture. 

 At small scale, grains are stored in jute bags or metallic bins. 

 At large scale, they are kept in silos and granaries. 

 Dried neem leaves are used at home to protect food grains. 

 In big godowns, chemical treatments are done to protect the large quantities of grain. 

Precautions should be taken during storage of grains 

Precautions to be taken during storage of food grains are: 

 Grains should be dried properly or they might rot easily. 

 They should be stored in completely dry gunny bags. 

 The bags should be kept in a place which is completely moisture-free. 

 Storage areas should be well-ventilated. 

 In larger godowns, care should be taken that chemicals used to repel or kill insects 

and rats do not contaminate food grains. 

FOOD FROM ANIMALS 

When animals are reared at a large scale to obtain food from them, it is called Animal 

Husbandry. 

Animal husbandry includes taking care of animals, breeding them, and domesticating them for 

different purposes such as meat, wool, milk, eggs, honey etc. Types of animal husbandry 

popular in India include: 



 Beekeeping or Apiculture 

 Cattle farming 

 Dairy farming 

 Fish Farming or Aquaculture 

 Poultry farming 

 Sheep farming 

ASSIGNMENT : 

Q1. How grains are stored and preserved? 

Q2.  Differentiate between sprinkler and drip irrigation. 

Q3.  What is irrigation? Describe two methods of irrigation which conserve water. 

Q4. What are weeds? How can we control them? 

Q5. Draw the diagram of any two traditional methods of irrigation 

Choose the correct answer: 

(a) Which of the following animal is taken care of in animal husbandry? 

A. Rhino             C.  Tiger 

B. Buffalo            D. Lion 

(b) Identify the agricultural method in which different crops are grown on a piece of land 

season after season. 

A. Irrigation          C. Monoculture 

B. Crop rotation     D. Shifting cultivation 

(c)Which of the following tool helps in uniform distribution of seeds while sowing? 

A. Thresher       C. Seed drill 

B. Funnel connected to pipes  D. Sprinkler 

(d) The process of drying wheat stalks in the sun and then beating them to separate the grains 

is called 

A. Winnowing C. Threshing 

B. Churning  D. Sieving 

 (e) Which type of irrigation is similar to rainfall? 

A. Moat   C. Sprinkler system 

B. Rahat   D. Drip system 

(f) Weeds are controlled by chemicals called _________. 

A. Pesticides      C.  Fungicides 

B. Weedicides D. Insecticides 

(g) Which of the following is used to preserve food grains at home? 

A. Spinach leaves  C.  Curry leaves 

B. Neem leaves  D. Tulsi leaves 

(h) Which of the following is not a traditional irrigation method? 

A. Moat   C.  Chain pump 

B. Lever system  D. Drip system 

(i) If you were a farmer, which of the following methods will you use to separate good quality 

and viable grains from a heap of grains after harvest? 

A. Checking the weight of grains.      C.  Checking grains under sunlight for pores. 

B. Immersing the grains in water.     D. Sowing seeds and waiting for germination. 

(j) In today’s world, where water is a scarce resource, which among the following irrigation 

methods is most feasible and sustainable? 

A. Sprinkler system  C. Drip system 



B. Tube well   D. Chain pump 
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 The Establishment of Company’s Power 

Let Us Learn About 

 Mercantilism and Trade Wars 

 Trading Companies in India 

 Struggle for Territory_Wars with Indian Rulers 

Mercantilism was a profit making economic policy. 

The mercantilism included of: 

 Building a network of overseas colonies. 

 Trading with these colonies and prohibiting these colonies to trade 

with other countries. 

 Gaining monopoly over the colonial market. 

 Maximising the use of their resources. 

 Following protective trade policy and promoting trade. 

Trade Wars - By the 17th and 18th centuries, Europeans sank each 

other’s ships, blocked sea routes and debarred the movement of 

supplies of the rivals. 

Trading Companies in India 

 The Portuguese 

 The Portuguese were the first to establish trade links with India. 

 These trading posts or centres set up by the trading companies came 

to be known as factories. 

 The Portuguese sailor, Vasco-da-Gama, discovered the sea route to 

India in 1498. 

 They established their control over Calicut, Cochin, Goa, Daman, Diu, 

Bassien and Salsette on the western coast of India. 

The Dutch East India Company 

 The Dutch East India Company was formed in 1602 to trade with 

India and the other countries of the East. 



 They were the people of Holland. 

The Danish East India Company 

 The Danish East India Company was formed in 1616.  

 They set up their settlements at Tranquebar in Tamil Nadu and    

Serampore in Bengal but had to sell them to East India Company by 

1845. 

The French East India Company 

 The French East India Company was formed in 1664. 

 They established their factories at Surat, Masulipatnam, Pondicherry, 

Chandranagore,Mahe,and Karaikal. 

    The British East India Company 

 The British East India Company was started by a group of wealthy 

merchants and aristocrats in 1599. 

 On 31st December 1600, they were granted a Royal Charter from 

Queen Elizabeth l to have an exclusive right to trade with the East. 

 The Company established its first factory at Surat in 1611. 

 They received an imperial farman in 1618 from the Mughal Emperor 

Jahangir, to set up a permanent factory at Surat. 

Carnatic Wars 

Carnatic Wars is an example of trade wars or trade rivalry between the 

British and the French in India in which the British emerged 

victorious. 

   First Carnatic War (1746 The – 48) 

 The war of Austrian succession, which began in Europe in1740, 

became the immediate cause of the first Carnatic War. 

 Austrian War of succession ended in1748, with the signing of the 

Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle. So, the war in India also came to an end. 

  The Second Carnatic War (1749 – 54) 

 The immediate cause of this war was the issue of succession to the 

throne of Carnatic and Hyderabad. 

 The French forces were defeated and made to sign the Treaty of 

Pondicherry. 

  The  Third Carnatic War (1756 – 63) 

 The immediate cause of the third Carnatic War was the outbreak of 

the seven –year war in which both England and France confronted 

each other. 



 In this battle English General Sir Eyre Coote, gave a crushing defeat 

to French. 

  British East India Company in Bengal and Wars with Local Rulers 

   The British conquest at Bengal, laid the foundation of the British empire          

in India. The English had established their first factory in Bengal     

in1651,by the permission of Sultan Shuja, the then Subedar of Bengal.  

The company tried to press for more concessions and manipulate existing 

privileges. 

The conflict between the Company and the nawabs of Bengal intensified 

which led to the confrontations and finally culminated in the famous Battle 

of Plassey. 

Battle of Plassey 

 The Battle of Plassey was fought on 23rd June 1757 among Siraj –ud –

Daulah, the Nawab of Bengal, and the British East India Company. 

 Siraj –ud –Daulah was well aware of the political activities of the 

British. 

 He ordered them to stop the fortification of Fort William, which paved 

the way for the Battle of Plassey. 

 Siraj –ud-Daulah was defeated in this battle, captured and put to 

death. 

Battle of Buxar:- 

 The battle of Buxar was fought on 22nd October 1764, among Mir 

Qasim of Bengal, Shuja-ud-Daula of Awadh and Mughal Emperor 

Shah Alam II on one side and the British forces on the other.s 

 The British forces won the war. 

 The war came to an end with the Treaty of Allahabad in 1765. 

Terms of Treaty of Allahabad:-   

 The Company secured the Diwani of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. 

 Shuja-ud-Daulah got Awadh but the districts of Kora and Allahabad 

were given to Shah Alam II. 

 Nawab of Awadh had to pay the war  indemnity. 

 Company agreed to give a pension of Rs. 26 lakh annually to the 

Mughal emperor. 

 British got the right to free trade in Awadh and the Nawab of Awadh 

had to maintain the British army at the expense of his province. 



Further Expansion 

After the Battle of Buxar, the Company adopted the  policy of annexation 

and consolidation by subduing the power of Mysore and the Marathas. 

First Anglo-Mysore War   

 Fought during 1767-69. 

 Hyder Ali, the Mysore ruler, defeated the British forces and besieged 

Madras in 1789. 

Second Anglo-Mysore War 

 Fought during 1780-84 

 After the death of Hyder Ali his son Tipu Sultan continued the war 

with the help of French troops. 

 Finally,the Treaty of Mangalore was signed in 1784. 

Third Anglo-Mysore war 

 Fought during 1790-92 

 In this battle Tipu Sultan was defeated and forced to sign the Treaty of 

Srirangapattanam in 1792. 

Fourth Anglo-Mysore War (1799) 

 Fought between Tipu Sultan and the British East India Company and 

his ally, the Nizam of Hyderabad. 

 Tipu Sultan was killed in the battlefield. 

 War with the Marathas__Anglo-Maratha Wars 

                                      

 Marathas were not defeated in the single war.                            

The First Anglo-Maratha War (1775-1782) 

                                   

 No clear victory of British, Treaty of Salbai was signed. 

                             

. 

The Second Anglo-Maratha War (1803-1805) 

 British proved to be successful in the war. 

 British gained the territories of Orissa, Agra, and Delhi. 

 



                           

The Third Anglo-Maratha War (1817-1819) 

 Major and decisive battle, Maratha powers were crushed totally. 

 The Peshwa was removed and sent away to Bithur in Kanpur with a 

pension. 

Annexation of Punjab or the Anglo-Sikh Wars 

   The Anglo-Sikh wars were a series of 1840s conflicts between the British   

East India trading Company and the Sikh Empire. 

There were two Anglo-Sikh Wars: 

The First Anglo-Sikh War (1845-46) 

 The Anglo-Sikh war came to an end in 1846 and a treaty was signed 

which made Punjab a virtual protectorate of the British. 

The Second Anglo-Sikh war (1848-49) 

 The Sikhs fought bravely but lost in March 1849 and the whole of 

Punjab was annexed. 

The Subsidiary Alliance system 

 The Subsidiary Alliance System was introduced by Lord Wellesley in 

1798. 

 Under this system, the princely state had to keep the British Resident 

in their state headquarters. In lieu of this, the state was provided with 

military assistance. 

 The state accepting it had to bear the cost of the army. 

 The state accepting this alliance also had to agree neither to fight any 

war nor to contact any other power without the permission of the 

British. 

 The Nizam of Hyderabad, the ruler of Mysore, the Peshwa and the 

Sindhia, Udaipur, Jodhpur and Jaipur were annexed under  the 

Subsidiary Alliance. 

The Doctrine of Lapse 

 It was Governor General Lord Dalhousie who applied the ‘Doctrine of 

Lapse’ for the annexation of Indian States. 

 Under this policy if any Indian ruler did not have a natural male heir 

to the throne, his territory will pass on successfully to the British. 



 Satara (1848),Sambalpur (1850),Udaipur (1852),Nagpur (1853) and 

Jhansi (1854) were some of the territories annexed under this Policy.  

 

 

                                      Assignment 

Fill in the blanks: 

i. The__________ was the first trading company that 

established trade links with India. 

ii. The first factory of English East India Company was 

established at_______________. 

iii. The Battle of Plassey took place in___________. 

iv. The Capital of Tipu Sultan was____________. 

v. The British fought the Battle of Plassey with________. 

vi. The sea route to India was discovered in________. 

 

         Answer the following questions: 

1. What is mercantilism? 

2. Define Trade Wars. 

3. When was the East India Company formed? 

4. What was a factory? 

5. Name the four powers that conquered India. 

6. Who was Vasco-da-Gama? 

7. Describe the terms of the ‘Treaty of Allahabad’. 

8. Write in brief about the Doctrine of Lapse. Which three Indian 

states were annexed by it? 

9. What was Wellesley’s Subsidiary Alliance System? 

        10. Give a brief account of the Carnatic Wars. 

        11. What were the causes of the Battle of Plassey? 

        12. Differentiate between battle of Plassey and Battle of          

         Buxar. 

 

 



 

  

 

13. Identify the personalities and write brief note on them. 

    

 

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                Subject- Civics  

                                                     Class-8 

 Secularism 

Secularism means freedom of religion and non-interference policy of state in religious 

matter.   

Secularism in the Indian Context:- 

India is secular country and therefore strives hard to: 

 Prevent domination of one religious group. 

 Prevent powerful members of a religious community from exercising dictatorial 

powers over other members from the same community.  

 Establish an individual’s right to follow the religion she/he belives in ,without any 

interference from the state or executive machinery. 

Strategy followed by the Indian state to up hold the principles of secularism as outlined 

above : 

 Separation of Religion from the State 

This is achieved by making sure that the State, The Government and the 

Government machinery, the law and other public departments do not promote a 

particular religion in their day-to-day activities. 

 Non –interference in religious beliefs and practices 

The Indian state does not forbid people from following their religious beliefs and 

observing customary rituals. 

 Strategic religious interference in – context of the principle laid down the 

constitution. 

We also have to check suppression of  members belonging to a particular religious 

community by other powerful members of the same community. 

Fundamental Right to freedom of religion: 

 To enforce the Secular nature of the country, the Indian constitution makers made 

the Right to Freedom of religion one of the six fundamental rights granted to 

citizens . 

 The clauses of the Right, contained in Articles 25,26,27 and 28 allow citizens to 

follow the religion of their choice. 

 The State and Law will not discriminate among citizens on the grounds of religious  

beliefs held by them.  

 



Secularism is one of the cornerstones of Indian society, the absence of 

which would have caused conflicts in the country 

 

                                         Assignment  
Answer the following questions 

1. What is meant by Secularism? 

2. Mention three ways in which the government of India implements the 

ideals of Secularism. 

3. Which two Fundamental Rights ensure promotion of secularism in the 

country? 

4. What do you mean by non-interference in religious beliefs and 

practices? 

5. Does the Indian State recognise and promote a particular religion? Give 

your reasons. 
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Land and soil are the two main components of lithosphere. In this chapter, we 
will study about land and soils.

LAND RESOURCES

Land is one of the most important natural resources. It is made op of rocks in solid 
form. Land covers about 29% of the total area of the Earth’s surface and remaining 71%  
is covered by  water.

All terrestrial  of life and most of usable resources are found on land. Due to its varried
factors like relief, climate vegetation cover, social and economical diversities, these 
resources are unevenly distributed on the earth.

LAND AND SOIL RESOURCES



Factors influencing land use

Physical Human

1. Topography
2. Soil
3. Climate
4. Water
5. Sunshine

1. Care
2. Population
3. Technology



LAND USE

The physical factors that influence uneven distribution of resources , also influence land 
use. Five important influencing factors are :

•TOPOGRAPHY: Types of topology , like mountains , valleys and plateaus, determine 
what type of land use would be suitable. For example , steep slopes are not suitable foe 
agriculture.

•SOIL:  Types of soil and its productivity determines land use. For example sandy soil is 
not fertile and alluvial soil is good for agriculture.

•CLIMATE: It includes temperature and precipitation , which determine agricultural use 
of land as well as influence the lifestyle of the people.

•WATER: People have mostly settled near water bodies like banks of rivers and lakes or 
sea coasts.
•SUNSHINE: The duration of days and nights varies from the equator to the poles. The 
areas that receive a large amount of sunshine retains more heat and thus help 
cultivation of 2-3 crops in a year



Land 

Use
SOIL

TOPOGRAPHY

CLIMATE WATER

SUNSHINE

LAND USE



Land use is generally referred to as land use pattern. The term ‘pattern’ means a distinctive manner 
by which land is used. The land use pattern in some selected countries of the world is given in table 1.
Human factors such as population , care for land and technology are the determining human factors 
influencing land use pattern . F or example, many tribes in india consider land a community resources 
and prohibit felling of trees or throwing any waste on their land areas.

It is observed from the land used in selected countries of the world that as ,such as 57% of the 
geographical area is under croplands and 22% under forests , other land use pattern varies between 4 
and 17%.

Countries Croplands Pastures Forests Other uses Total

Australia
Brazil
Canada
China
France
India
Japan
Russia
UK
USA
World

6
9
5
10
35
57
12
8
29
21
11

56
20
4
34
21
4
2
5
46
26
26

14
66
39
14
27
22
67
44
10
32
31

21
5
52
42
17
17
19
43
15
21
32

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100



LAND AS A COMMON 

PROPERTY RESOURCE

Land ownership in India and many other countries of the world is hereditary which is 
owned by individual or their family. But many tribes consider land as belonging to 
their community. Besides, in towns and cities, government also develops community 
parks and playgrounds. These community land are known as common property 
resources. There are many advantages of  the ownership of the community land such 
as prevention of land degradation encroachments and prohibition on the use of such 
lands for commercial purposes. On account of growing human population, 
Industrialization and many other factors, there is a heavy demand on land. Since land 
is limited resource, many people try to encroach on common lands like pastures, 
forest areas and other wastelands



LAND DEGRADATION

The changes in Land use pattern are often the major cause of land 

degradation or loosing the quality or productivity of the land. The other 

causes are brief mentioned below:  

•Soil erosion on account of repeated cultivation of land over thousands of 

years.

•Environmental degradation , pollution and accumulation of wastes.

•Expansion of agricultural, industrial and other economic activities.

•Vast build-up surfaces such as roads, houses, etc.

•Salinity and other domestic and industrial effluents.

NOTE :- Soil Resources will be continued in the next assignment.



QUESTIONS :-
1. Which are the two main climatic factors responsible for 

soil formation?
2. Write the two main components of lithosphere.
3. Why is land considered as  an important resource ?
4. Draw a chart showing factors influencing land use.
5. What are the  main physical factors that influence 

uneven distribution of resources? Explain.
6. Differentiate between the land use pattern of China and 

India .
7. Write any two reasons  for land degradation today.
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Network: 

 A network consists of two or more computers that are 

linked in order to share resources (such as printers and 

CDs), exchange files, or allow electronic communications.  

Types of network: 

There are various types of netwoks: 

 

1)Local area network (LAN):  

 A LAN connects network devices over a relatively short 

distance. A networked office building, school, or home 

usually contains a single LAN. LANs are also typically 

owned, controlled, and managed by a single person or 

organization. 

https://www.lifewire.com/what-is-lan-4684071


 

 

2)Personal area network(PAN):  

Personal area networks can be wireless or constructed with 

cables.this may include Bluetooth enabled devices or infra-

red enabled devices. PAN hasconnectivity range up to 10 

metres.PAN includes wireless computer keyboard and 

mouse. 

 

 

3)Wide area network(WAN): 

WLAN means wireless local area network. A wide area 

network (WAN) is a telecommunications network that 

extends over a large geographical area for the primary 

purpose of computer networking. 

https://www.lifewire.com/what-is-lan-4684071
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecommunications_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_network


 

4)Metropolitan area network (MAN): 

A metropolitan area network (MAN) is a network with a size 

greater than LAN but smaller than a WAN. Network size 

generally ranges from 5 to 50 km. It may be as small as a 

group of buildings in a campus to as large as covering the 

whole city. 



 

PARTS OF COMPUTER NETWORK: 

A  network is made up of various parts or components as 

follows: 

1)NETWORK INTERFACE CARD (NIC): It is a hardware device 

that has a port which helps  to join the network cable to the 

computer.Every  computer in the network has one NIC. 

2)COMMUNICATION  MEDIA: It can be of two types: 

 

 Wired network: It includes electrical cables that are 

used to carry signals from one end to other. 



Ex- twisted pair cable,optical fibre. 

 Wireless network:  They do not use cables instead the 

signals are transmitted using 

Bluetooth,infrared,microwave or radiowave. 

1)HUB:  It is a device that  connects a number of 

computer together to make a network. 

2)MODEM: It is a device that joins the digital to 

analogue telephone line. 

3)Connector: RJ45 connector are used  for for the 

twisted pair cables to connect it with the NIC card. 

Security of networks:  There  are two ways in which a 

network can be secured.  

1)Login Security:  Only those  people who have a 

username and a password  can access the data. 

2)Rights security: User can access only certain folders 

pertaining to his/her own work. 

 

Access to MS ACCESS 

DATABASE : A Database is a collection of information 

which is most essential part of an organization. Every 

company maintains information pertaining to its 

employees,vendors,clients and distributors.this forms 

the database of a company. 

 



Components of a database: 

 Fields: Field refers to a data table in the database. 

 Record : It refers  to a group of related fields.ex-a set of 

field about one employee. 

 Table: They are the places where all the information in 

our database is stored in the form of columns and rows. 

 Table structure: A table structure is created before 

creating any table  that identifies  the name,size and 

types of various fields. 

 Datasheet : Each table appears as a spresdsheet grid 

called a datasheet. 

 Form: They are used  for entering , modifying and 

viewing records . 

 Queries: Queries are away of searching for and 

compiling data from one or more table. 

 Reports: They present data from tables and queries in 

an attractive format. 

 

 

Advantages of using database: 

 

1) Simple: 

Data base management system (DBMS) gives simple 

and clear logical view of data. Many operations like 

insertion, deletion or creation of file or data are easy 

to implement. 

2) Faster data Access: 

The Data base management system (DBMS) helps to 



produce quick answers to database queries thus 

making data accessing faster and more accurate 

3) Better Data Transferring: 

Database management creates a place where users 

have an advantage of more and better managed data 

4) Faster data Access: 

The Data base management system (DBMS) helps to 

produce quick answers to database queries thus 

making data accessing faster and more accurate. 

5) Minimized Data Inconsistency: 

Data inconsistency occurs between files when 

different versions of the same data appear in 

different places. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Ms Access Window 

 

1)ribbon: It displays groups of related commands in 

tabs. 

2)database objects: An access database has four main 

objects – Tables,Queries,Forms and Reports. 

3)Navigation Pane:It lists all available database 

objects. 

4)Status Bar: It displays information about the current 

object or view. 



5)Work area: It differs according to database elements 

select. 

 

Assignment: 

1)What is a database .Explain any four components of a 

database. 

2)Write three advantages of a database. 

3)What is MAN. Explain 

4)Write the difference between wired and wireless  

network with examples. 

5)What is a network ? Explain its types. 

6)Write two features of PAN. 

7)Write short notes on :  

 Table, Form  and Queries  

8)What is table structure? 

9)Write short notes on securities of network. 

10) Explain any  four components of  ms access 

window. 

NOTE :COMPLETE NOTES AND ASSIGNMENT IN CLASS WORK COPY . 
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